
About Champion Radish

CHAMPION
RADISH

heirloom | non-GMO

Sun:
Full Sun

Germination Time:
3-10 days

Harvest Time:
30 days

Hardiness Zone:
3-9

Plant Width:
2-5 inches 
(5-12 cm)

Plant Height:
4-6 inches 
(10-15 cm)

Planting Depth:
¼ inch (0.6 cm)

A large, cherry-style radish, Champion produces bright red tubers that are roughly an 
inch and a half in diameter. One of the most mild-tasting radish cultivars, it grows 
large and holds up well in storage. It’s perfect for both an early or a late planting and 
matures in less than a month.



Germination
Sow radish seeds directly into the garden in rich soil, ideally about four weeks before 
the last expected frost. Plant into soil that is well-worked and amended with organic 
compost. They should be planted about quarter an inch deep and one inch apart. 

Once seedlings emerge, you can thin the plants to three inches apart (or even more, 
if you prefer larger radishes). For a continuous harvest, plant a fresh crop of radishes 
every two weeks.

Most radishes do not hold up well in the heat, so you may want to avoid planting 
during the hottest days of summer. You can plant late in the summer for a fall crop, 
ideally about two months before the �rst expected frost. 
 
Planting 
Radishes grow best with soil that is consistently moist, as well as when they are 
amended with plenty of organic matter, like compost. Do not let the soil dry out 
between waterings but also try to avoid soil that becomes overly sodden, as this can 
lead to splitting.

Harvest
You can harvest your radishes when they are about one to two inches in diameter, or 
three weeks after you sowed seeds. Eat your radishes immediately or store them in 
the refrigerator for up to one week.

If you plan to save seeds to plant in the future, make sure they are isolated from other 
varieties to protect their genetic purity. You will want to let the radish plant send up a 
�owering stalk - pick the brown pods, then let them dry for several days.

Store your fall-harvested beets in cool temperatures. 



Should you have any concerns,
please EMAIL us directly at: 

help@homegrown-garden.com




